Introduction {#sec1}
============

Droplet wetting on chemically patterned surfaces has a wide range of applications and correspondingly raises both scientific^[@ref1]−[@ref4]^ and industrial interest.^[@ref5]−[@ref7]^ In the case of small-scale systems such as in catalysis^[@ref7]^ and in microfluidics,^[@ref5]^ the microscopic wetting properties dictate the macroscopic flow features of the system.^[@ref8]^ Although most of these processes are dynamical, there are also still a lot of unanswered questions when it comes to stable (equilibrium) droplet shapes.

Such an example is presented in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, where we show experimental side and bottom views of a stable water droplet on a "chemical step" in which the substrate was tilted by 30°, 40°, and 70°. With a "chemical step", we refer to a substrate with different hydrophobicity on the two sides of the step. It is visible that a small change in the substrate's slope results in a significant increase in the spreading from the hydrophilic toward the hydrophobic part of the substrate. Here, the droplet's length scale is larger than the capillary length scale so that gravity plays a role. In the literature, this problem is referred to as "sliding" droplet, though in the present case, the droplet was initially deposited on the chemical step; therefore, the occurrence of the sliding motion would indicate that there is no available equilibrium droplet shape.

![Corresponding experimental side (top) and bottom (bottom) views of a 60 μL water droplet (corresponding to a Bond number of *Bo* = 2.06) on a "chemical step": the substrate inclination with respect to the horizontal plane for each pair of images is α = 30° (left), 40° (middle), and 70° (right). Note that the very same drop is seen in the images; it is only the tilting which changes. The hydrophilic part of the substrate glass was coated with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (θ~u~ = 44 ± 2°), while the part below the chemical step was coated with hydrophobised silica nanoparticles (30 nm) in isopropanol solution (θ~d~ = 155 ± 3°). Note that because of irregular pinning effects, the bottom view is not symmetric, in contrast to what the theoretical treatment of the ideal case will give.](la-2018-03557d_0001){#fig1}

While in experiment details of the droplet spreading and its shape depend on small-scale and hard-to-control surface heterogeneities, leading to pinning effects and hysteresis,^[@ref1]−[@ref3],[@ref9]^ the present problem can be generalized to a droplet sitting at a chemical step and at the same time experiencing a body force. This body force can have a component parallel to the surface and a component perpendicular to the surface. In the case of a large droplet on a plate tilted by the angle α, these two corresponding force (per unit mass) components are simply *g* sin α and *g* cos α. The case of a droplet much smaller than the capillary length (so that gravity does not play a role) can also be treated within this scheme: then, the normal force component *g* cos α can be thought of as being negligible, while the parallel component *g* sin α can simply be thought of as a constant body force parallel to the plate. In this paper, we will perform numerical analysis for both cases, that is, with and without normal force.

To obtain the equilibrium shape of a sessile droplet, by definition, one has to minimize its interfacial energy. The sessile droplet shape on a flat homogeneous substrate is governed by two principles: (i) the droplet interface has a constant mean curvature which is a function of the droplet volume (Young--Laplace equation) and (ii) the contact angle is uniquely defined via three separate surface tensions on the three-phase contact line (Young's law). On a chemically patterned substrate, the droplet contact energy and the contact angles depend on the location of the contact area. While the equilibrium shapes of droplets on such surfaces are visually very distinct from the spherical cap case on homogeneous substrates, the very same two principles (i) and (ii) still govern these shapes.^[@ref10]−[@ref14]^

Note that in this paper, we focus on droplets whose length scale is comparable to the length scale of the chemical pattern. Then, from the perspective of the droplet, the substrate can be considered as strongly heterogeneous.^[@ref15]−[@ref17]^ To obtain the droplet equilibrium shape in that regime, numerical tools must be employed such as the gradient descent methods,^[@ref10]−[@ref12],[@ref18]^ Monte-Carlo calculations,^[@ref19]^ or molecular dynamics simulation.^[@ref20]^

In this paper, we will use Surface Evolver,^[@ref21],[@ref22]^ the free gradient descent software, to calculate the stable droplet shape on a substrate with a chemical step and experiencing a body force, as shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for the case of a droplet on a tilted surface in the gravitational field. The substrate slope α denotes both the angle which the tilted substrate makes with the horizontal plane and the connection between the gravity force and its components in the *x*--*z* coordinate system. The tilted substrate consists of two parts, where the part below and above the chemical step respectively have the lyophobic Young's angle θ~d~ and the lyophilic Young's angle θ~u~. Here, the indices d and u stand for down and up, respectively. In the case of θ~d~ \< θ~u~, the droplet would prefer to travel down the chemical step even without the gravity, so we will explore the phase space where θ~d~ \> θ~u~. Note that in our approach, we totally neglect contact angle hysteresis, as we ascribe only one contact angle to each side of the substrate, that is, advancing and receding contact angle are assumed to be identical, namely, they both have the value of the Young angle.

![Properties of the system in which we are searching for stable shapes. The tilted substrate consists of two parts, in which Young's angles are θ~d~ and θ~u~, respectively.](la-2018-03557d_0002){#fig2}

The aim of this paper is to clarify under what conditions a stable equilibrium shape exists for a sessile droplet at a chemical step experiencing a body force acting. The dynamics of this system has recently been explored by various other authors;^[@ref23]−[@ref28]^ however, it was done by using the local contact line hysteresis laws. The common name for such dynamical models is "contact line friction methods" (CLFM).^[@ref25],[@ref29]^ The method can produce stable drop shapes which were experimentally confirmed by Semprebon et al.^[@ref26]^ In the present work, the hysteresis effect is replaced with the droplet contact energy contribution to the droplet interfacial energy because we assume that the droplet interface is locally in mechanical equilibrium (i.e., the advancing and the receding contact angle equal each other and take the value of Young's angle).

The paper is organized as follows: we will first explain the theoretical framework for the case for which only the tangential body force component plays a role. Then, we will extend this framework to also include the normal force component. After explaining the numerical details, we will present the results for the equilibrium droplet shape and culminating in threshold values for the force beyond which the droplet will start to move. The paper ends with conclusions and an outlook.

Energy Functionals {#sec2}
==================

Omission of the Normal Gravity Component {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------

In this section, we assume that only the tangential force component plays a role, which for comparison with the more general case, we already call *g*~*x*~ = *g* sin α. To write down the total droplet energy, we must combine both interfacial and gravitational contributions, which results inwhere γ and *A* respectively denote surface tension and interfacial area, while their indices indicate between which two phases the surface tension and the interfacial area are defined, where s stands for solid (substrate), for the liquid of the droplet, and v is used for the outer (e.g., vapor) phase. The last term on the right side of the equation is the potential energy of the droplet under the influence of the body force, where ρ is the droplet density and *V* the droplet volume. To nondimensionalize [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we divide the whole equation by the surface tension and the square value of volume length scale and obtainwhere we have used Young's law for the equilibrium contact angleand we have introduced the Bond number , where index *x* indicates that it is defined with the respect to the tangential body force acceleration. It simply represents the tangential body force. Dimensionless quantities are labeled by tildes. By choosing the volume length scale as a characteristic length scale, we perform the minimization of the [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} on the unit volume. Because of this, instead of looking at the Bond number as the ratio between capillary and gravitational forces, it is more convenient to think of the Bond number as a squared ratio between the capillary and the volume length scale because it can be expressed as , where is the capillary length scale determined by the influence of the tangential gravity component *g*~*x*~. The second term in the dimensionless energy, the contact energy term, is qualitatively different from what occurs in the CLFM because this term is used instead of the local contact angle hysteresis laws. In the CLFM method, minimization of the dimensionless energy without the contact energy term is performed, while the contact line is fixed and afterward one would fix the interface position and update the contact line position by the hysteresis law. This process is repeated until the stable shape is obtained. In our calculation, we minimize the dimensionless energy in a single step. The local contact angle in the CLFM method has an allowed range between the receding and the advancing contact angle and there is a hysteresis force locally acting on the contact line. When the droplet reaches the stable state, the net local hysteresis force along the contact line is a force with the opposite direction and the same value as the body force applied to the droplet.^[@ref25]^ Locally, the contact angle in our calculation is in a mechanical equilibrium, which implies that the local contact angle always equals θ~Y~(*x̃*). Note that this also holds at the chemical step, where the contact angle is in mechanical equilibrium for any value of the contact angle between θ~u~ and θ~d~. The mechanical equilibrium of the outer interface is the same in both the CLFM and in our calculation because the curvature has to satisfy the Young--Laplace equation, which readswhere Δ*p* is the pressure jump across the interface at *x* = 0 and κ is the mean interface curvature. In a nondimensional form, [eq [4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"} readswhere denotes the dimensionless pressure jump at *x̃* = 0. Although in [eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} we are expressing the mechanical equilibrium, the important geometrical result is that *∂*κ*\~*/*∂x̃* = −*Bo*~*x*~/2, which will have a dominant effect in the cases of small values of θ~u~ because the droplet will try to spread itself on the substrate, increasing the range of values of *x̃* for the contact line. In general, the value of Δ*p\~* cannot be obtained analytically.

Inclusion of the Normal Gravity Component {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------

We now include the normal force to the problem, expressed as normal gravity component *g*~*z*~ = *g* cos α. To include this interaction in the energy functional, we must add one term to the right hand side of [eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, which results in

[Equation [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"} is nondimensionalized with the volume length scale as the characteristic length scale and outer surface tension as the characteristic surface tension. The resulting dimensionless equation is

Similar to the Young--Laplace equation ([eq [4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the curvature κ has to followwhich in the dimensionless form becomeswhere Δ*px̃* is now the pressure at *x* = *z* = 0. In this case, the curvature has to satisfy two geometrical relations, namely, ∂κ̃/∂*x̃* = −*Bo*~*x*~/2 and ∂κ/∂*z\~* = −*Bo*~*z*~/2. We can express the total Bond number *Bo* as

We can thus express the parameter space either via (*Bo*~*x*~,*Bo*~*z*~) or via (*Bo*,α).

Numerical Details {#sec2.3}
-----------------

To minimize [eqs [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} under the unit volume constraint, we have used Surface Evolver,^[@ref21],[@ref22]^ which is a free energy minimization software, which represents interfaces through a triangular mesh and locally moves triangle vortices in the energy descent direction. We initialize the cube with the unit volume and position it such that the one side of the cube lies in the plane *x̃* = 0, while the rest of the cube is above the lyophilic part *x̃* \> 0. Initially, we let Surface Evolver minimize the energy functional without gravity terms for a few times to relax the initial shape, which leads to a spherical caplike shape where the contact line is positioned partially on the lyophilic part of the substrate *x̃* \> 0 and partially on the chemical step. Afterwards, we include the body force to the droplet and let the system equilibrate. To detect stable shapes, we repeat series of energy minimizations, followed up with refinement of the mesh, until the difference in energy between two cycles becomes less than 0.005%. When the convergence reaches the target value, we check the stability of the solution by introducing a stochastic noise along the interface and let the process repeat itself. Using the above described algorithm, we have determined threshold values of the Bond number *Bo*~t~ for which stable solutions are still obtainable with the bisection method. Throughout the calculation, refinement of the triangular mesh is done in the way that we introduce the dimensionless length scale and split edges whose length is longer than , while we delete all the edges smaller than . In all calculations, we keep the value of set to 0.1.

Results {#sec3}
=======

Omission of the Normal Gravity Component {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------

We will firstly explore properties of stable droplet shapes when the normal gravity component *g*~*z*~ is neglected. In [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we show examples of such shapes for the respective values of Young' angle set to θ~u~ = 60° and θ~d~ = 120° because we can describe what is qualitatively happening with the droplet shape once we start increasing *Bo*~*x*~. For *Bo*~*x*~ = 0, the droplet will form a spherical cap in the region *x̃* \> 0 with the contact angle θ~u~. Once we introduce the tangential body force to the system, a part of the contact line moves to the chemical step and the local contact angle on the chemical step ranges from θ~u~ to θ~d~. As visible in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a,b, for small Bond numbers, the front part of the contact line is positioned on the chemical step and as we increase the Bond number, the droplet is pushed toward the lyophobic side. Eventually, a part of the contact line will leave the chemical step and start to spread on the lyophobic area with the constant contact angle θ~d~, while the remaining part of the contact line still remains on the chemical step, as visible in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c. This behavior of the contact line and the contact angle is completely analogous to the droplet wetting of a single chemical pattern, without the body force applied to the droplet.^[@ref10]−[@ref14]^ This behavior is very different from the CLFM method because the contact line will not cancel out the body force applied to the droplet itself,^[@ref25]^ but rather the stable shapes are realized via a self-deformation where the mechanical equilibria of the contact line and the interface are satisfied.

![Series of shapes for Young's angles values of θ~d~ = 120° (darker part of the substrate) and θ~u~ = 60°, for different values of Bond numbers. The threshold Bond number is *Bo*~t~ = 1.735 for given values of Young's angles. The camera position is the same in every image, but as visible droplets can migrate a little in the direction perpendicular along the chemical step which separates lyophobic and lyophilic parts of the substrate (denoted with same colors as in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.) because this does not change the value of the total energy. Note that for better visualization, the angle of view employed here is not the rectangular top view as in the experiments ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, 2nd row), but slightly tilted.](la-2018-03557d_0003){#fig3}

In [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d, we show the stable morphology close to the threshold Bond number *Bo*~t~, which is the largest Bond number for which the equilibrium shape is observed. For the given value of Young's angles (θ~u~ = 60° and θ~d~ = 120°), the threshold Bond number is *Bo*~t~ = 1.735. A numerical problem which arises around the threshold Bond number is that the part of the contact line which is positioned on the chemical step becomes so small that the droplet morphology cannot realize the transition from the value of the local contact angle θ~u~ to θ~d~ along that part of the contact line. The stable smooth morphology, which satisfies the mechanical equilibria expressed via Young's angle ([eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the Young--Laplace equation ([eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}), cannot be obtained. For the values close to the threshold Bond number *Bo*~t~, Surface Evolver cannot resolve the smooth transition of the contact angle along the chemical step, but if we apply a small transitional shift to the droplet morphology toward the negative *x*-direction, the whole morphology can retreat back to its original shape, indicating that the local energy minimum is present, but the transition is below the length scale of our mesh.

The above described contact line behavior toward the threshold equilibrium shape is not the same once the value of θ~u~ becomes relatively small compared to the value of θ~d~. In [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, we show the threshold shape for a system of values θ~d~ = 120° and θ~u~ = 10°. We see that the contact line length on the chemical step is still substantial. However, once we observe the droplet shape from a side view, we see that the droplet cross section has an inflection point and that the value of the curvature on the back end of the droplet is negative. If we increased the Bond number, a part of the triangulation mesh would sink below the substrate (*z* \< 0) because of the increased curvature gradient along the *x*-axis, which is unphysical. Mathematically, it indicates that there may be geometrical shapes which solve the Young--Laplace equation, but obviously these shapes are not physical as the substrate is impermeable. When we forced the mesh to stay above the substrate, the droplet shape would diverge. In [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, we show values of the threshold Bond number *Bo*~t~ (beyond which stable equilibria are no longer possible) as a function of the equilibrium contact angles θ~u~ and θ~d~. The general rule for the threshold Bond number *Bo*~t~ is that it increases with increasing difference in the wettability, but the threshold Bond number is not only a function of θ~d~--*θ*~u~ because as we show on the threshold equilibrium shape in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the droplet interface curvature also plays a role. For the case of θ~d~ = θ~u~, there is no stable equilibrium shape, as this corresponds to the homogeneous case.

![Threshold shape for Young's angles values of θ~d~ = 120° and θ~u~ = 10° for a value of the threshold Bond number *Bo*~t~ = 3.232 from a tilted view (a, same perspective as the previous figure) and *x*--*z* cross-sectional (side) view of the droplet in which the striped line represents *x* = 0 plane (b).](la-2018-03557d_0004){#fig4}

![a) Threshold values *Bo*~t~ as a function of both Young's angles θ~u~ and θ~d~. Once we obtain those values, we completely describe the range of the substrate slope α as a function of the size of the droplet in (b), where denotes the volume length scale.](la-2018-03557d_0005){#fig5}

In the case of this subsection, when still neglecting the normal gravity component in the energy functional, we can even analytically calculate the relation between the size of the droplet and the maximum slope of the substrate α~max~ for which the droplet can form the equilibrium shape: from the requirement that *Bo*~*x*~ ≤ *Bo*~t~, we readily obtainwhere is the capillary length determined by the total value of the gravity acceleration *g*. For the case when , the droplet has a stable shape for any given substrate slope α, but in the case of , the fraction on the right hand side of the [eq [11](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"} has a value smaller than one. [eq [11](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"} implies a maximum substrate slope α~max~ withsin α~max~ is shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b.

With the result shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, we have completely solved the problem of threshold values for the case of the energy functional expressed in [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, for both the droplet size and the substrate slope.

Inclusion of the Normal Gravity Component {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------

From now on, we are going to include the effect of the normal gravity component *g*~*z*~. Because we are now introducing one more parameter (either *Bo*~*z*~ or α) to our analysis, we will limit our attention to cases with the fixed value of the lyophobic Young's angle θ~d~ = 90°, while we will still change the value of the lyophilic Young's angle 10° ≤ θ~u~ ≤ 90°, where the case of α = 90° was already previously calculated and summarized in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a. In [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, we show what happens with the contact line for the unit volume droplet, once we fix the value of *Bo*~*x*~ = 1.5 and change the value of *Bo*~*z*~, for the lyophilic Young's angle θ~u~ = 40°. Intuitively, one would expect for the increasing value of *Bo*~*z*~ that the droplet shape is going to be more spread and flat, but what we observe is that in this given system, the droplet contact line is retreating from the lyophobic part to the chemical step and the contact area with the lyophilic part increases. To observe threshold equilibrium shapes, once the full gravity effect is included, we define *Bo*~t~^\*^ as a threshold value of the total Bond number *Bo* and in the [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, we show the value of *Bo*~t~^\*^ as a function of the substrate slope α and the lyophilic Young's angle θ~u~. For the substrate slope value of α = 90°, we just use the previously calculated threshold values of *Bo*~t~. Once the difference between the Young angles becomes substantial, we observe that values of *Bo*~t~^\*^ go above 10. For the case of α = 0°, the value of the threshold total Bond number *Bo*~t~^\*^ diverges because the equilibrium shape is a pancake-like morphology on the lyophilic part of the substrate. For almost perfectly wettable substrates and small substrate slopes, the droplets have equilibrium wetting shapes even with the volume length scale much larger than the capillary length scale. In [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, we show the difference between the tangential component of the threshold total Bond number *Bo*~t~^\*^ and the threshold Bond number *Bo*~t~, which was calculated for the case of omission of the normal gravity component ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). It is immediately clear that with the inclusion of the normal gravity component, the threshold tangential gravity component becomes larger because of the contact line effect explained in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a.

![(a) Contact line position of stable droplet shapes for a fixed value of *Bo*~*x*~ and for the increasing *Bo*~*z*~. *ỹ* denotes the spatial coordinate along the chemical step, but the energy functionals expressed in [eqs [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} do not depend on it. (b) Threshold values *Bo*~t~^\*^ of the total Bond number *Bo* for which the droplet can still obtain an equilibrium shape. (c) Difference between the tangential gravity component *Bo*~t~^\*^ sin α and the threshold Bond number *Bo*~t~ ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a) for the case without the normal force component.](la-2018-03557d_0006){#fig6}

Larger droplets can also deform to the mechanical equilibrium because the droplet tends to retreat to the lyophilic part of the substrate with the increasing normal gravity component. The mechanism for the existence of the threshold volume is still the same as in the case of neglecting the normal gravity component (see previous subsection), but in this more general case, we could not achieve an analytical expression for the threshold.

Conclusions and Outlook {#sec4}
=======================

Equilibrium shapes of a droplet on the tilted substrate patterned with a chemical step are obtained using Surface Evolver. When disregarding normal forces (e.g., for droplets smaller than the capillary length), we could calculate the threshold volume for which the droplet will not be able to be at the chemical step, and we analytically connect this result to the maximum substrate slope for which the stable shapes can still be observed. Once we include normal forces, we observe that for the same value of the tangential component, the normal component helps the droplet to retreat to the lyophilic part of the substrate. Qualitatively, we show that in the case of a large difference between the two Young angles, it is the Young--Laplace equation which causes the existence of the threshold droplet volume for which the stable shapes can be observed, while in the case of a small difference in wettability, we identify that the mechanical equilibrium of the contact line cannot be satisfied without singularities present at the contact line.

Obviously, a direct and quantitative one-to-one comparison of our theoretical results with experiments would be desirable. However, given the practical difficulties in producing substrates without any contact line hysteresis and without any heterogeneities, this is presently extremely difficult.

Finally, we stress again that, while we explain our results on the example of the gravity interaction with the droplet, our work can also be interpreted for many other situations in which one has a body force acting on a droplet, including exclusively wall-parallel body forces.
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